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DEEP STATE / SHADOW GOVERNMENT
104
Last week those who replied, were anxious and had deep concerns that the DS/SG was so
prominent and so entrenched, in every aspects of our life, that it seems to overwhelming
and to mind consuming. It took years for them to infiltrate, so it will take years to
remove them, but we cannot despair as the truth usually prevails.
In DS/SG 103-1, I provided the Prayer of Serenity. There is a reason why I included the
prayer, for it gives a realistic direction/goal for us to remember: “God, grant me the
Serenity to accept the things I cannot change, (the) courage to change the things I can,
and (the) Wisdom to know the difference”.
In DS/SG 102, I listed three major responses that I continually hear;
1. Do these entities really exist?
2. How did the Deep State & Shadow Government get to be so strong & influential?
3. How have they stayed hidden all these years?
I am going to add #4 to this list. “How do we stop the corruption and the power & control
that have removed our Constitutional protections of our GOD given, unalienable rights?”
If a person has a computer and knows how to research, there should be no question as to
whether the DS/SG exists. Everyone who had discussed questions 2 & 3 were more
interested as to when we could start to take America back and regain our real State &
Federal Governments and the guaranteed protections that are found in the U.S & Maine
Constitutions.
Because the founders of the U.S & Maine Constitutions gave us the power to establish
and preserve the State & Federal Governments, we should by the snap of a finger, stop
the corrupt fake governmental powers and re-establish governments that work for the
people. However, the corruption is so deep we must begin slowly with brave people who
are honest and are willing to fight for the truth.
The human is basically a social animal and we rely on others in our community to protect
us. History will prove that we always hope that others will protect us, which sets up an
easy scenario for those who want to have governmental power. This condition allows for
the possibility for corruption. Here are four adages to contemplate: “power corrupts;
absolute power corrupts absolutely” & “Power tends to corrupt; absolute power corrupts

absolutely’ & “Power does not corrupt men; fools, however, if they get into a position of
power, corrupt power” & ’Power attracts the corruptible. Absolute power attracts the
absolutely corruptible”.
When honest and truthful citizens are not directly active in their choice of a political
party, if they do not run for positions in their local or state government, the possibility of
corruption can and will eventually happen! So our fight for freedom & liberty begins at
home with our families. Secondly, the honest and truthful citizens in our communities
need to become active in the town and city governments. This is the first step for liberty!
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